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Selected from the "Tiptionary" featury of Mary Hunt's Cheapskate Monthly newsletter, these
hundreds of valuable tips--on everything from lawn and garden care to car maintenance and family
fun--are arranged by five broad categories.
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A Great book!!! You can't believe how many solutions to your problems in every day life can be
solved . I myself had a a reason to use one of Mary's answers to a problem. I had put 2 sets of old
panty hose in my car repair kit . When my fan belt broke I was able to make a temporary fix with the
pantyhose. I have to say again what a great book!!!

Have you ever wished you could remember all those great tips your grandmother told you or the
one's you've heard somewhere along the line but have no way of remembering? Even more have
you wished there was a cheap and effective way to do something? Well here they are--quick tips for
how to do stuff. This is the greatest resource I've come across in years. And they're so easy to find.
What a bargain!

All sorts of tips, the ones about vinegar are really useful to me. Loved it, and would recommend it to
anyone wanting to do things simply.

I LOVE this book. It's full of great tips on just about anything you can imagine, and not all of them
are about saving money. Moms will appreciate the food section because it has a ton of great tips on
increasing the shelf life of dairy and produce items. I have been watching my money and my grocery
bills for awhile, and I've read quite a few books on the subject, and most of these tips were new to
me. If you are a more experienced tightwad and find that most money-saving books don't have
much to offer you anymore, this book may just be something new.

Mary Hunt's collections of tips for uses of household products is fantastic. This book collects all the
little tips that we've all heard "somewhere in the past" into a quick and easy to read reference guide.
I highly recommend this book. Even my husband is learning a thing or two ;)
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